
 
This LOI application must be submitted via email to loiapplications@tea.texas.gov. 
 
The LOI application may be signed with a digital ID or it may be signed by hand. Both forms of signature 
are acceptable.  
 
TEA must receive the application by 11:59 p.m. CT, April 24, 2023. 

2023 -2025 Texas Strategic Staffing Grant for Sustainable, Paid Teacher Residency Program 
Letter of Interest (LOI) Application Due 11:59 p.m. CT, April 24, 2023 

Application stamp-in date and time

Grant period from August 1, 2023-April 30, 2025

Required Attachments

SAS # 162-23 2023-2025 Texas Strategic Staffing Grant

NOGA ID

701-23-113RFA # Page 1 of 10

GAA, Article III, Rider 40, 87th Texas LegislatureAuthorizing legislation

Pre-award costs permitted from the award announcement date to the grant start date

1. Excel workbook with the grant's budget schedules (linked along with this form on the TEA Grants Opportunities page) 
2. Signed Letter of Commitment or MOU 
3. Letter from EPP Partner(s) 
Please the program guidelines for further details on the required attachments.

Applicant Information

Amendment Number

Amendment number (For amendments only; enter N/A when completing this form to apply for grant funds): 

Organization CDN

Vendor ID

ESC UEI

Address City ZIP

Primary Contact Email Phone

Secondary Contact Email Phone

Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a 
binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct 
and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally 
binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and 
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.  
I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable, 
and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA): 

LOI application, guidelines, and instructions

General and application-specific Provisions and Assurances

Debarment and Suspension Certification

Lobbying Certification

Authorized Official Name Title

Email Phone

Signature Date
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must 
comply with these assurances. 
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.

1. The applicant provides assurance that the application does not contain any information that would be protected by the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) from general release to the public.

2. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Statutory and TEA Program Requirements and Program-Specific 
Assurances  as noted in the 2023-2025 Texas Strategic Staffing Grant for Sustainable, Paid Teacher Residency Program 
Program Guidelines.

3. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Performance Measures, as noted in the 2023-2025 Texas Strategic 
Staffing Grant for Sustainable, Paid Teacher Residency Program Program Guidelines, and shall provide to TEA, upon 
request, any performance data necessary to assess the success of the program.

Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are not permitted for this grant.  

Shared Services Arrangements

Program Priority Requirement
For districts/charters that are or have engaged in an ESF diagnostic process during or before the 2022-2023 school year, 
please provide the year the district went through the diagnostic and the priority focus area in the space below.
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Summary of Program
Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of 
the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. 

Qualifications and Experience for Key Personnel
Outline the required qualifications and experience for primary project personnel and any external consultants projected to 
be involved in the implementation and delivery of the program. Include whether the position is existing or proposed.

Title and Responsibilities of Position Required Qualifications and Experience
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
Describe the major goals/objectives of the proposed program. What activities/strategies will be implemented to meet those 
goals/objectives? 

Performance and Evaluation Measures
Describe the performance measures identified for this program which are related to student outcomes and are consistent 
with the purpose of the program. Include the tools used to measure performance, as well as the processes that will be used 
to ensure the effectiveness of project objectives and strategies. 
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Describe how the proposed budget will meet the needs and goals of the program, including for staffing, supplies and 
materials, contracts, travel, etc. If applicable, include a high-level snapshot of funds currently allocated to similar programs.  
Include a short narrative describing how adjustments will be made in the future to meet needs.

Budget Narrative
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Requirements

1. Description of partnership foundations: Applicants may have one or more EPP partners on the 2022 Vetted Teacher 
Residency Program List (link located on TEA Grant Opportunities page). Please list your partner(s) and the following 
partnership foundations information: 
 o How many years have you been engaged in a residency partnership?  
 o How many residents have you placed each year of that partnership? 
 o Describe your practices for shared governance, or the review of residency program data to inform shared decision-

making about teacher candidate and mentor teacher supports. How often do you meet with your partners to 
review this data? As a partnership, how do you manage follow-up and response to data?  

 o Please describe any other key features of your partnership's progress toward building a residency program.  
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2. Description of goals for paid teacher residencies and strategic staffing models:  After reviewing the Program 
Elements section beginning on page 7, describe you and your EPP partner's existing or proposed shared goal for teacher 
resident placement. How will paid teacher residencies support your broader talent strategy as a component of your overall 
strategic plan and goals?  

Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)

Amendment #Vendor IDCDN
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
3. Commitment of local resources: Please review the Program Elements section on page 7 of the program guidelines. 
How will you, alongside your partner EPP, commit resources and time to 1) the year-long design process and 2) the 
implementation supports year? Be sure to provide information about the designation of a strategic staffing design lead, 
whose role will be co-funded by this grant opportunity. Provide a description of your plan to track and maintain evidence of 
that staff member's time and effort toward strategic staffing project management.  
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

5. Strategic staffing technical assistance: The program elements describe how teacher residencies will be made 
sustainable through strategic staffing models where residents support other instructional needs in the district, such as, for 
example, substitute teaching or para-professional responsibilities. How do you see the design and implementation of 
strategic staffing models with teacher residents as a way to support immediate instructional needs in your LEA? 
Additionally, please describe the rationale you share with your partner(s) for seeking technical assistance for the purpose of 
designing and implementing strategic staffing models. 

Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
4. Commitment to shared communication: Describe how you will maintain strong communication throughout the 
design and implementation of the sustainable teacher residency program with your EPP partners and your technical 
assistance provider. How will you demonstrate evidence of communication and ongoing engagement with your partner 
and provider?  For example: evidence of communication logs, shared meeting agendas, etc.  
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Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)

An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the 
"When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to 
be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current 
authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections 
of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget 
Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template. 
 

You may duplicate this page

Amended Section Reason for Amendment

https://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Administering_a_Grant.aspx
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Reason for Amendment
9.0.0.0.20091029.1.612548.606130
Participant support
Lancaster Independent School District
10
QG31F4FLG1S3
422 S. Centre Avenue
Lancaster
75146
Dr. Angie Knight
angieknight@lancasterisd.org
214-674-8588
Dana Mosley
danamosley@lancasterisd.org
972-218-1413
Dr. Angie Knight
Director of State & Federal Programs
angieknight@lancasterisd.org
214-674-8588
GOALS & ACTIVITIES                                                      1. Program prepares aspiring teachers in direct response to student & district needs. A. Program uses district and state data to identify and address teacher quality needs and shortage areas (i.e., subjects, grade levels, teacher diversity); B. Program partners have the capacity to meet district hiring needs; C. Program is explicitly integrated into district and university strategic plans. 2. Program partners develop & implement a shared vision. A. Program has a governance structure that articulates specific roles, responsibilities, systems, structures, and decision-making processes across all partners; B. Program collaboratively develops impact and sustainability goals; C. Partners commit to continuous evaluation of program impact and sustainability goals. 3. Program uses data to improve resident, graduate, & teacher educator effectiveness. A. Program utilizes a multiple measures approach to assess resident, teacher educator, and graduate effectiveness; B. Program engages multiple stakeholders in data collection, sharing, mining, analyzing, and reporting. 4. Program recruits, selects & retains residents to address identified district needs. A. Program develops ongoing recruitment effort that attracts teacher candidates with deep content knowledge and a commitment to teaching high need students; B. Program develops clearly defined roles, responsibilities, and financial package for residents; C. Program develops and utilizes research-based resident selection criteria that are aligned to program impact goals. 5. Program improves resident effectiveness. A. Program builds and implements performance benchmarks to assess resident effectiveness; B. Program provides residents with feedback on development and competence.  
Student performance is measured by standardized test scores, grades, and the student’s academic progress. Aspiring teacher performance is assessed through classroom observations, performance tasks, professionalism indicators, and student perception surveys. The performance of the aspiring teachers in our teacher residency program will be measured with the same factors as utilized by The National Center for Teacher Residences (NCTR: formerly Urban Teacher Residency United). • Comparing student performance in classes taught by residency graduates versus nonresidency teachers• District and state T-TESS evaluations of teacher effectiveness• Perception surveys of effectiveness related to the impact on students, schools, and the community• The number of aspiring teacher graduates who take on leadership roles• Multi-Classroom Leader’s performance evaluations• State student perception surveys The residency teacher program’s positive impact on the district will be measured by the diversity of the aspiring teachers’ socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds, the number of high-needs subject areas they serve, and the rate of teacher retention. High-needs areas include math, science, bilingual education, teaching English language learners, and special education. T-TESS is the Commissioner recommended teacher evaluation system for Texas, and the instrument that will be used to quantify areas of strength and those that need growth for teacher residents. T-TESS strives to capture the holistic nature of teaching – the idea that a constant feedback loop exists between teachers and students, and gauging the effectiveness of teachers requires a consistent focus on how students respond to their teacher’s instructional practices. For those reasons, each of the observable domains in T-TESS focuses on teachers and students rather than separating them out into separate domains. T-TESS includes three components: 1. Goal-setting & professional development plan; 2. The evaluation cycle (including: pre-conference, observation, post-conference); 3. Student growth measure
PAYROLL (6100):Aspiring Teacher stipends $10,000 for 6 possible positions for a total of $60,000.Multi-Classroom Leader stipends $5,000 for 4 possible positions for a total of $20,000. Once the paras/aides/subs have been identified from the pool of eligible candidates, the district will rank order them based on experience and proficiency and utilize a rubric that will help track the pertinent information. The experience of each candidate will be based on years of teaching, community and extracurricular involvement, etc. For proficiency, the district will look at accomplishment of goals, classroom management, attendance rates, student grades, student pass rates, etc. These results will be combined to rank order candidates, with additional points being provided for the candidates that help to address the diversity of the teacher population better matching that of the student population.After the preliminary process is complete, the candidates will participate in a final interview (that assesses persistence, recommendations, etc.), to ensure that the district selects the appropriate individual to take part in the program. If for some reason the candidates cannot commit once selected, the district will continue the aforementioned process to choose another qualified individual. 
Texas A&M University - Commerceo How many years have you been engaged in a residency partnership? 3 yearso How many residents have you placed each year of that partnership? 3-4 candidateso Describe your practices for shared governance, or the review of residency program data to inform shared decision- making about teacher candidate and mentor teacher supports. How often do you meet with your partners to review this data? As a partnership, how do you manage follow-up and response to data? Data is shared at TAMU-Commerce’s annual advisory partnership meetings and communication with campus administrators occurs on a regular basis when student teachers have been placed at their campus. o Please describe any other key features of your partnership's progress toward building a residency program. TAMU-Commerce is increasing their efforts to build an EC-6 bilingual certification program at their new Dallas location. This location would will be ideal for acquiring prospective student teachers. Dallas Collegeo How many years have you been engaged in a residency partnership? N/Ao How many residents have you placed each year of that partnership? N/Ao Describe your practices for shared governance, or the review of residency program data to inform shared decision- making about teacher candidate and mentor teacher supports. How often do you meet with your partners to review this data? As a partnership, how do you manage follow-up and response to data? N/Ao Please describe any other key features of your partnership's progress toward building a residency program. N/A
Residency Program Model ● Our program will combine a rigorous full-year classroom paid apprenticeship with masters-level education content ● Coursework and hands-on experience integrated to provide a unique and effective route to teaching ● Deeply rooted in district practices and needs Program Overview ● 12-month program (e.g., August 2023-August 2024) o Residents co-teach with a highly qualified mentor teacher four days a week and take graduate level coursework one day a week o During summer: work in summer school, apply for licensure, and finish EPP coursework ● Residents receive stipend for $10,000 and benefits ● Program addresses the barriers of time, money, and isolation by reducing the overall credits required for a license, offering the program at an accelerated rate, and in a diverse cohort model Residency Program Outcomes ● Develop more diverse and effective teachers that stay longer in the teaching field.  o Increases student achievement  o Increases teacher retention  o Generates high principal satisfaction rates  o Increases the diversity of the local teaching core  o Improves mentor teacher’s instructionCreate and implement an innovative program that is a pathway for recruiting, preparing, supporting and retaining effective teachers from underrepresented backgrounds as well as a model for school-university partnership that enhances the ability of both the district and university to continually improve upon their cultural competence while eliminating racial disparities.Selection Process to date ● Application through district HR system includes letter of application, 2-3 references, transcript ● Screening by District HR and University Coordinator ● Interview: includes a traditional face-to-face interview, a group discussion based on an article or video related to educational equity, diversity, and inclusion, presentation, and a meeting with University Coordinator ● Throughout the process, selecting for: o AT: culturally responsive, reflective, coachable, collaborative, analytical problem solver, organized, perseverant, and resiliento MCL: communicator, reflective, problem-solver, collaborator, equity and growth mindset perspective ● Follow EPP’s Admissions Process
Program implements yearlong pre-service opportunity for teacher candidates alongside high-quality MCL in settings that are representative of the students they will serve.1. Provides pre-service practice settings that are jointly selected, informed by partnership goals and agreements, and offer learning environments that are conducive to mastering teacher competencies.2. Structures pre-service practice that spans at least two semesters and includes multiple opportunities for observation, co-teaching, strategic evaluation, and at least one full semester of practice under the guidance of a high-quality MCL. 3. Provides opportunities for candidates to experience the beginning and end of the school year. 4. Collaboratively establishes staffing models that enable sustainable funding of stipends for candidates during their pre-service practice. ✱ Schools reserve time for collaboration and coaching led by multi-classroom leaders. In the MCL model, this design extends teachers’ reach to more students and creates time within the school day for MCL-led grade and subject teams to plan and collaborate both as a group and one-on-one. Scheduling that prioritizes team and individual coaching time, as well as MCL planning time, is critical. In certain instances, teams may meet daily during school hours. ✱ Teams add integral support roles. Teams add new paraprofessionals, who report to the MCL and supervise students during digital learning, skills practice, and/or project-based learning. Paraprofessionals can also handle some administrative tasks and take students to lunch and specials/electives, freeing teachers’ time. These paraprofessionals, often called “reach associates,” also allow MCL-led teams to collaborate during school hours and reduce instructional group sizes.✱ Schools free funds for pay. New paraprofessional roles are sustainably funded by trading in other positions, such as one teaching position on a team and instructional specialists (except for special needs and English language learner teachers). Some teachers move from these traded positions into the higher-authority, higher-accountability multi-classroom leader roles. Position trades save enough money to pay a supplement within budget to MCLs. There are two options for defining and funding the aspiring teacher resident’s role on an MCL-led team (with the MCL as the cooperating teacher of record):✱ Aspiring teachers fill new paraprofessional roles. While exist¬ing teaching assistants remain, an aspiring teacher resident is added instead of an additional paraprofessional or “reach asso¬ciate.” This gives the team another set of hands to save teachers time to plan together, teach collaboratively, and maintain or reduce instructional group sizes while extending the reach of the MCL and team teachers. Position trades free funds to pay aspiring teachers a salary with benefits. ✱ Aspiring teachers assume regular teaching positions, with heavy supervision. For individuals who demonstrate greater readiness to enter teaching roles, the aspiring teacher residency is designed as a full teaching position on an MCL-led team. Placement on an MCL-led team ensures frequent, even daily, on-the-job guidance, coaching, and peer support. The AT is required to observe the MCL and their students in the classroom setting. Particular focus is placed on interaction from teacher-to-student, student-to-teacher, and student-to-student. ATs are encouraged to participate in additional activities at the discretion of the MCL. The AT is expected to continually maintain a professional appearance, social maturity, emotional maturity, effective communication, role modeling, punctuality, receptiveness to coaching and feedback (teachable), initiative and willingness, ethical standards, interest and enthusiasm, cooperation, and motivation. Please note the MCL verifies the Record of Field Experiences log sheet with his or her signature. Each AT is required to submit a completed Field Experience Reflective Observation addressing several facets of the Field experience.
1. Educator selectivity, recruitment, and retention. Over time, the larger pipeline created with the MCL position also creates the opportunity to be more selective. Schools gain new leverage in the competition for talented people—great initial training and a potential career path if they later excel in teaching and/or leadership. 2. Meaningful contributions from teacher residents. The MCL is responsible for the teacher resident’s on-the-job development, carving out roles that support the teaching team and give the student teacher opportunities to contribute to students’ learning. Because of the paid career paths, many teacher residents will be mo¬tivated by the potential to secure a job offer at their residency school, making them eager to show rapid growth in skill and effectiveness in helping students learn. Their contributions can be direct and immediate during the residency.3. Performance-based candidate screening. Even extensive interviewing cannot substitute for the exposure of direct, sustained experience with someone at work. The MCL’s experience working with the teacher resident can inform hiring decisions by the district, graduation from the educator preparation program, and/or licensure awarded by the state. 4. Continuity and retention. Teacher residents on MCL-led teams have a full year of induction into the culture, expectations, and processes of the school. This creates an easier transition when a teacher resident becomes a new teacher. The built-in support for new teachers in these schools can also contribute to teaching effectiveness and retention beyond the residency. The supervising MCL can either continue to guide and coach former residents who join the team permanently, or, for former residents who join another MCL’s team, help the MCL focus on the new teacher’s areas for development. 
The design of teacher residencies as a practice-based model of teacher preparation requires a fundamental reconceptualization of how schools and EPPs, collaborate to support teacher residents. Instead of simply being consumers of preservice teachers from EPPs, school districts should be equal partners in how future educators are trained and supported during early days of practice. Such partnerships require clear, two-way communication between PK-12 administrators and EPP faculty about roles, values, and commitment to a common framework for effective teaching. EPP faculty can leverage residency partnerships to drive a research agenda that is focused on the mutual work of recruiting, preparing, developing, and retaining a high quality, diverse teacher workforce.Program Partnerships = 1. Formal partnerships that include collaborative candidate recruitment, training, placement, hiring, and support for new teachers. 1.1. Partnership agreement that includes data-informed shared vision and goals, areas of mutual interdependence, and detailed roles and responsibilities; 1.2. Aligns preparation curriculum and training with district’s curricular materials and coaching protocols; 1.3. Select schools for all practice-based experiences, focusing on schools that serve historically underserved communities; 1.4. Provide targeted, personalized support for candidates’ transition to induction and long-term coaching to support new teachers’ professional goals and growth in their early years of teaching; 1.5. Codifies high quality MCL selection criteria (i.e., effective practitioners, proficient coaches) and co-selects high-quality MCL. Collaborative Governance = 2. Engage in ongoing collaborative governance structures that include exchanging data and information to plan, monitor, and improve partnership activities that support new teachers; 2.1. Collect quantitative and qualitative data that includes multiple sources of high-quality internally and externally validated data that informs and fosters partnership activities to support new teachers; 2.2. Shares data (i.e., teacher performance data) and productively uses the to create partnership action plans with measurable goals & monitors ongoing progress that supports new teachers
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